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CLARIFICATION

1. University of Health Sciences, Lahore is striving for international recognition of its qualifications in Medical, Dental, Nursing and Allied Health Sciences. University earns national & international recognition through the quality of its academic programs, evaluation system, students and alumni.

2. Pakistani nation is passing through testing times and defining moments in the wake of Corona pandemic. In these times health professionals rise above themselves to make their contribution. However, the quality of system cannot be undermined.

3. It is clarified abundantly that university examinations and university teaching programs have been stopped temporarily as a strategic measure to counter the Corona pandemic. The examinations and teaching programs will be rescheduled and held after fulfilment of all the statutory/legal formalities, once the university gets the permission for the same.

4. For any further queries, please feel free to contact the following:

   i. Dr. Saima Choudhry
      Head, Department of Oral Pathology
      Email Address: saimachaudhry@uhs.edu.pk

   ii. Dr. Hummad Hussain
      Deputy Registrar (Academics)
      Email Address: registration@uhs.edu.pk

   iii. Mr. Farooq Malik
      Deputy Controller of Examinations
      Email Address: info.examination@uhs.edu.pk

No: UHS-REG-20/852

Copy forwarded for information to:

- All the above officers
- Secretary, Specialized Healthcare & Medical Education Department, Punjab
- Additional Secretary (Staff)/PSO to Chief Secretary
- Principals of All affiliated Public & Private Colleges
- Director (Admin & Coord)
- Director (Media & Publications)
- PSO to Vice Chancellor

REGISTRAR

Dated: 24-03-2020

[Signature]

REGISTRAR